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This study, IS' anotheen' a series of publications from the Cens s Bureau's
Center. for,Demogripyic Studies. The purpose of these publications is to pro-
vide insight and perspective demogiaPhic trends and patterns.'
Most bring togeth'er data from several sources and attempt to enhance theuse
of Census, Bureau data by poring out thereleyance of the statistics nd popu-
lation divelopMents for policy rialysis and policy panning. A distinguishing
feature of the studies is the inclusion of broad.speculative analyses,and,illustra-
tive hypotheses offered by the authors as an Aid in identifying the'reasons..7,
.underlying population trends..
Larry H. Long is a senior research associate in the Census Bureau's Center for
Demographic Studies. His reitearch has focused on regional population patterns
and the changing relationships of central cities, suburbs, and nonmetropolitan,
areas, Recentepublications on these topics include The City-SubOrb Income
Gap: Is It Being Narrowed by a Back-to-the-City Movement? (coauthored
with Donald Dahmann; U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1980) and "Back to the
Countriside and Back to the City in the SameDecAde," a chaptei. in Back'to
the City: Isues In Neighborhood, Renovation, editecii.by Shirley Laslca and
Daphne Spain (Pergamon Press, 1980),,,Dr. Long repped a Ph.D, degree in
sociology from the (Thiversity of texas at Austin.

Diana DeAre received a Ph.D. degree in geography from the University, of
.Texas it Austin, where she was an,affiliaM,of the Pdpulation Research Center.
She ,,been- with the Census. ,Bureau's PeOulation.Divisiork since Septembq
1975. .Her research interests include population 'distribution, small -town
growth antrdecline, rural development trategies, and the fa and ttonmetro-
politampopujitions. ,



One of the most unexpected dernogtaphit,ddeloprrientslp the United States,
the 970's Was the shift, of nohinetropOlitan areas to net lmnigratiOn.r. Partly
bebause.of this zhange, the nanmetropolitan iectormwhIch InclUdes many small
torts -and rural areas; experienced noticeably faster rites,of total populatiori

-..,,groyith' in The aggregate. than'did metropolitan areas..To;many' people,-thele,
Changes, seemed to imply a reversal of the tongitandingassociatidnof
urban Migration.With rapid grpwth Of targe ,urban areas, and theieyas even, a

suggestion in the data and dlicussfon ',that niew, forCes might ht governing
Population 'redistributioh'in. the United. States and new motives might. be
shaping the residential location deCisions of inditiduals.

. .

, r

Understanding these shanges 0requires- analysisq reasons for moving and the
motivations that underlie decikons to Jive in one Placd rather than another.
Some .insights' into reasons for the new patterns of they 19.'70's hate been

;gleaned from examination of the'typesof nonmetropolitan counties that had .

. .; net immigration: For example, many, counties shoWli, bV;, the°1970 census to "
-havefoncentrations of retirees have grown in population in the :100',s, suggelt-,. *

ing retirement as a reason fdr.moving that has lielpedfotoshift the nonmetro..
holitan : sector ner in Migration): Also; net. himigration tO.Many*aprie.tro-
Politan counties *th recreational facilitids implies that the groA)11i of leisUre -

-time anti the tendert y, tOpend at least some Of itin a rural setting have been" ,st

actors in the nonmetropolitan Migration" turnaround. A number of other
t o^ featpres of nonmetropolitan counties have. been associated with a 'renewal of

'population growthoin. the 1970N,(13eal,'1977; WOW, 1978).-
.

Econornit chayges214ye_clearly played .a.role. A reneWed search for.errergy has
produced net hiriligration in coal-mining area's 'of rural West Virginia and some
of the Rocky -Mountain States, and lther economic changeslike the shift,of

. many light-manufacturiiig jobs, to nonmetro4olitan locations to take advantage
a e":
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i ,/, ,
Of lower taxes, !OS iNiOliSiVP land, and Cheaperliibor posjshave decentralized
J bs and enhanced utiTiloyment. opportunities In, nonmetropoillen areas '(see,

f r example,' U.S ,I, Department iof Housing and Urban D,ovelOpment, 1978),
xpanslon 'of many Jobs In sery1145, like local government, has also faellitatl

IN 'change to not InmigratIon In the nonmatro-Poiltan sector in the 19,70!,
(cal.punter, 19,77), Eniploymentt as well as poptilation.'graw more rapidly In
11.04netropolltan areas' than in metropolitan areas,in the 1970V, suggeSting an
economic basis for 'the 'population shift (Regional r.eonOmic Analysis 1)Ivislon,
1978; Renshaw/et al., 1978; Wardwell and Gilchrist, 1980), ' ,.' '

. ., .

Among researchers, however-, there is near-universal agreement that oconOmle
factors 'alone annOt fullYaccount for or oxplairi the change in the 1970's In

,, ,

migration between, the metropolitan and nonmetropolitan sectors. A turn-
around In migration pittorns has occurred 'even, in relatively isolated counties
of modest InCome, leVels'(Beale, 1977), and thiS:and other evidence have' sug
gested, to many persons that noneconomic considerations InvoLvIng qualfty-of-
life or environmental anlqnitles have, become mord 'Important In Individual
decisions to mOve':or not and that this development has favored a tilt of
poPulation toward 'Jess urban,, more residentially attractive settings In small
towns or rural, loqationS iBelle," 1975; Goldstein, 1976; Morrison,'..1976;.
McCarthy and Morrison, -1978). The theory is tiiat either residential prefer-
ences' have changed to faVor nonmetropOlitan are or indiVidtials have become.'

. more willing or-better ablelto act on the basis ,of longstandingpreferences for
living in a nohnietropjdlitan setting, ven at the sacrifice of income maximiza-
tion (Carpenter, 1.977; Roseman, 197. ;, Wardwell, 1977; Ploch, 1978; Blundell;
1980). :

This monograph presents, a perspective on, the duration and motivational basis
of this new:populatiqn pattern, which ' emerged in the early 1970's. We firSt
Want to ask the obviots,question:

,---.
---'

.(
Is there any evidence, according to the mo recently, available data, of a. .

. .
slowdown or .abaten;lent in 'the shift ' OPpopulation growth and net inmigra-

ise
tio'n in favor of nonmetropolitan areas?

.

isv ,

,

After addressing this quest pit to go beyond the basic population
1-1f

,

figures and incuire, to the ex e f ea le, into the behavioral bases underlying

w the development of petr,inmration to nonmetropolitan areas. Data on reasons
for moving provide some.insiglits along these lines, so drawing upon the Annual

t Housing Survey, the investigation, that follows% the first on a nationwide basis
of reasons for ,moving to nonmet olitan areas of the United in the
1970i, The questions we addre$s 1 ude':

' To what extent do noonemployment motives underlie the net migration to
nonmetropolitan,are inilie 1970's? Would nonmetropolitan areas still have
net infnigration if only"prsons 'iii g rdr employment-related reasons were
co sidered? ' .



I-19w any of the Mleants tii rtqnnidtropolltan areas stay close onottgit to
them to commute into a metropolitan area for emploYment?,Do those

_o?oir an**.movers diffefl'oto other metropolitan :to-nonMetropolitah mown-4
In toii.ms.of reasons for moving? Ttlfai. is, are they like city-to,stibuth,rnovers
but simply moving farther out, or 06 Muir reasons .for shaving imply 4166r,
ant Imotkvesthat aitrry them sligtftiV,farthfrom-aiiiirCametiraihan Oity.fo.
stibm'b'papvers?' ,
In,,what;types of migration stroa.ms-,-,,botwoon, metropolitan areas,,- between .

nonmetropolitan counties, from..dietr,onolitan to,nonmett'opolitan or from
nonmetropolitan to motrbpolitan, areasare' economit; motives most prova'
lent onvorsoly;,in w1119.4 of litose Various typos 4:migration do retirees
and porisonS moving for ostensibly 'nOoeconomie treason's play a significant
role? , , '

pecausO.tfiectivo.policy planning regitires an assessment of how long current
paitorns'Will continue, do ayallaWi vita' provide any basis for speculating
about present trends. Ward 'population cleconcentration can con-
jinue 'In ;tie face of 'energy .sqlrtai, and, rising;pfices of efiergy?

.

THE.I16kPATTERIV: IS IT REAL? HAS IT ENDURED.? _

An apprent new trend in population and migration patterns was announced,
on November 23, 1973, when the Censusn Bureaisued a press release with .

ata from the March 1973 Current Populatigh'Survey.shOwing more persons to
hye moved from,thin to metropolitan areas in the. three years since the 1970
census (U.S. BUreau of the Census, 1973). An independent data source, the
Census BUreau's annual estimates of pOpulation.by, county, yielded two widely
accepted "proofs': that the Current Population Stirvey data did indeed/pre
sent a' new pattern of Population redistribution. First,the, net inrnigration to ,
nonmetropolitan areas could not be attributed simply to the spillover of popu-

t lation beyond the statistical boundaries of metropolitan areas , for g even bon--
I metropolitan counties not adjacent to metropolitan areas shifted to net iii

. migration and grew more rapidly than metropolitan areas in the 1970's (Beale,
1975):,Second, the traditional positiye, association between a nonmetropolitan -

county's income level and its likelihood (and rate) of net inmigratiort dis-
' appeared in the 1970's, and there ,,was even evidence :that The rate of net

inmigration to nonmetropolitandunties,was.highest for those with the,lowest
income ie;,els (Beale, 1977). Clearly; more net movement to relatively, isolated
rural cou\itieS and those with modest income levels occurred, raising the po,ssi-
bility tha rnonetary incentiyes had declined in significance as a reason for
moving.

Concomita t with these empirical disco eries arose the question, of whether the
new patter rnighebe only a temporary manifestation th-at would soon revert
to the tradi serial trend. One economist-suggested that the pattern'bbserved in
1970-73 reflected "temporary cyclical adjustments resulting from the serious

.

increase in inemployment rates in a number of metropolitan areas" (Kain;
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/
1976, p, 2240,, Rut the over\all pattern was not a mere aberration, for both data
494rtho annudl Current Population Survey and the,annual county 011014tes of
population and net migration have confirmed the existence of the pattern for
each year through 1978 or 1979; Thus, the new pattenihas endured aboutl
8 or 9, yoari,-r4

.1 \Our basic concern here 4 whether there is any olkerv,tple cltangti In the )atiern ,
Itself,`for example, whether there k any evIdigico,of a slowdown In dui hift of, \
population and net inmIgration' to' the ,nonmetrropoRtan sector, 'fly 1 et In,

migration to nonlnetropolitan areas In the early ,I970's vvas'a preenerg -crisis
mIgration,,,andlhe oil embargo of the winter of 1973.74 and subsequent spot

1 'shortages and rising 'prices of gasoline could have caused individuals and firms
to reassess' their decisions 'regarding:relocation. Other 'researchers havelsug.
gosted (Beale, 1976; Phillips and. Brunn, 1978) that at some point rising prices,
and declining availability of gasoline and diesel fuel put constraints on'Alte
extent to which por)ulation 'can deconcentrato, because nonmetropoll1an ;

Manufacturing pants highly depend on; truck transportation and nonmotrb-
politan residents depend more on private cars for transportation than city or
suburban 'residents. Moreover, because per capita and per family incomes ,,
.remain Idwer In noni-notropolitan areas (Long and Dahmann, 1980), the ability
to absorb gasbline ,price Increase's in family budgets may be lower among non, '\

metropolitan than metropolitail residents. , II' '
,

..,

Data' recently created provide an opportunity for an initial test.'to examines
whether events in the 4 years after the 1973.74 oil embargo measurably slowed\
the shift of population ,toward nonmetropolitan" areas. The Census Bureau's

annual estimates of total population and components of chango (net migration
and natural increase) for counties are now avNilable from 1970 through 1978,
and with such data we can ask whether the net shift of p6pulation .toward

,, nonmetropolitan areas was as great.in the post-energy-crisis years of 1,974.78 as

in the pre-energy-crisis years 1970-.74.
, .

A difficulty in accurately making such a test is that the official. definitions of
metropolitan and hOnmetropolltan Ch'anged between the beginning and end of

the 8/ear study period. For exampfe, after the commuting data from the 1970
census became available in 1973, more than 100 counties were added to stand-

ard metropolitan statistical areas (SMSA's), reflecting the extension,of subur...
banization and the fact that as a result A number of nonmetropolitan counties
had become funbtionally parts of metropolitan areas. In addition, new'SMSA's
are created as nonmetropolitan cities grow into metropopan stitus, and based

on the Cedsus Bureau's intercensal population'estimates anll special censuses
since 1970, a number of counties that were nonmetropolitan in ,1970' have
been reclassified as new metropolitan areas. Thus, in order to compare 1970-74
and 1974-78 population change in Metropolitan and nonmetropolitan areas,
one must deal with the fact that official. statistical deflnitiops of metropolitan
and nonmetropolitan differed in 1970, 1974, and 1978.

Accordingly, we assembled table 1 to show 1970-74 and 1974-78 average



Table 1, Change In Metropolitan and Nonmetropolitan Pool dation Due to Net Migration and Nittural incrriaso, 1970-74_ irnd 1914-70,
AccOrding to Changing Definition% of.SMSA

.SMSA definition

Population (thous,) 1

Average annual'
rata of cilatigedn
total, population

- Average annual
00 of change from

net migration

: Avarago annual
rate of change from

natural In@romo
1 April 1, :

. 1970
, ' July I,

1974+
July 1,
1978,

1.............*

1970.7 1974,78* , 1970.74
:

. 1974,711 1970.74 1974,711 ,4,--7....................................._

Tdal L1,S, population
..,, .

1970 dafinillotu-..
Inlido SMSA's
Outside SMS/0

1974 definition:
Iniltie MSA's
putsIdo SMSA's

1980 definition :'
Inside SMSA's.'

-.. Outside SMSA's

.................-...,.

203,302

140,324
62078

. 148.1,8110

54,422

150,883
52,419

211,144

144,540
66,804

153,992
57,352

.

150,182
SS,162

218,063

147,916
70,247

157,942
60,121

.

160,267
57,796

0,91

.70
1,39

,110 ,

1.23

.01
1.20

0-

I

...-
0.78

.

,5fi
1.26'

.63
1,18

;65.:
1.17

''

--',-

.

0.23 ,

-.02
,78

.08

.64

.10 .

.62

0,17

-.67
.67

.01
4 .59

.02

.59

s

0,69

.71 .

.61

.72
--,61

.

.72

.60

, 0,62:

,, ,63
-.60

.61
41 0

.63
.59

-

. Nam Metropolitan refers to standard metropolitan statistical areas ( SMSA's), except for New England where Now .England County Metropolitan Areas
(NECMA's) are used. Nonmotropolitan refers to outside SMSA's (NECMA's In New England).

Source:- Spec lalotabulations of county population estimates prepared by the Census Bureau for the Federal-State Cooperative Program for Local Population-
Estimates.

,
,.,

I
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'annual rates' of champ in t1ital poptilation, not migratipl4liti natural increase
for rnetropolitAn And nonmerropofitantWai iti defined In 1970, 1974, and as
of- January 19110, We took '1980 as the 140 ON. ratlior than 197J1 in order to
°Main the ,most extensive (10181410n of what Is' motropolltan, The official

.,-.'iloterfitination of Whin is to be considered metropolitan rests with the Office of
Forlepl.Statistical anti Standards.(OFSPS), formerly a part of tile. Office

Hof Management and Midget but now a part of the Commerce Department (still
intleponrIent of the Census litireau, however), A- committee sponsored by
OFSPS meets periodically lo decide . whether additional countios nitrt the
established criteria for rnetropolltaQ (SMSA) status, In 5onlowliiit oversImpli,
lied terms, SMSA consiti of latin ty with &city (or.twIn cities) of at least
50,000 pOpulation; an adjacent county may be included If there Is significant
commuting Into the central county, Mg Is not part of an SMSA Is considered

nonmutropolltan.

Regardless of whether one uses OW 1970, 1974, or 1980 SMSA definition, the
average. annual. rate of population growth declined In both metropolitan and

.nornetropolltan areas between the 1970,74 and .974.78 intervals. This de-
cline reflects a decrease in the national rate of population, growth, front 0.91
percent per year In 1970.74 to 0,78 percent per year in 1974-78. Tho total
population. increased in both -the metropolitan and nonmetropolitan sectors.
This point is Important bec'ause althou* a number of individual metropolitan
areas declined In total populatio-n in.tfur 1970's (U.S.- Bureau of the Census,
1980), the total metropolitan populatiOn of the nation Increased. The non-
metropolitan sector, however, grew more rapidly during both Intervals, irre-
spective of Which'definition of metropolitan is used;

Note that except for the most restrictive (1970) metropolitan definition, both
the metropolitan and nonmetropolitan sectors are Showh to.have net immigra-
tion (i.e., positive rates of population change due to migration). Both sectors
can have net inmigration because the data in table 1 "nein& migration from
abroad. It is not'possible to exclude such migration from the table, but survey
data indicate that when migration from abroad is.excluded, the metropolitan
sector' shows substantial n2t outrnigration to the nonmetropolitan sector, (U.S.'
Bureau of the Census, 1975; Bowles, 1978).

Clearly, the norimetropolitan population has continued to grow, more rapidly
than the metropolitan population, even. in the post-energy-crisis era.and regacd-e
less of the metropolitan definition. But has The shift of Population to the
nonmetropolitan sector slowed down? Such a slowdown could be indicated by
a decline in the degree to which nonmetropOlifan population growth exceeded
that of metropolitan area's; tables 2, 3, and 4 proVide this and other Measures
extracted from the basic data in table 1.

Table 2 shoWs the ratio' of .nonmetropolitan rates of population change to
metropolitan rates in order to facilitate compariion of the degree to which the
nonmetropolitan sector, grew more rapidly. than the metrOpolit0 in the two
time periods. The table reveals that the ratio rose between the 1970 -74 and



Table, , Dogrog of PlfitIrgno Motropolitan and Nonmatropolitan
Avot'ggwAnnual Rates of Total Population 6rnwth and Natural
iruireaso, 1970,74 and 197478, According to ganging
Pofinitionstnf SMSA

, :

7

R4110 of nonntotropoill4I1 Rath Of nonmetropolitan
to ITIPtITIN1111411popolatIon to metropolitan natural

itrowth increase

SMSA 1970,74 197470 , 1970,74 1974.78

1070 elnitihn -' 1,99 ' , 2,25 0119 0,95
1074 definition 1,54. " 1-,117 ' ,111 ,95
19110110hiltion 1,411 1,80 ,113 ,94

Table 3, Population In Metropolitan Areas In 1970,
101,1, and 1978, According ro changing
Definitions of SMSA

(Paniont)

VASA. dafinliinn 1970 1974 1978

1970 definition 69,0 68,4 67,8
1974 definition 73,2 72,9 724
1980 definition 74,2 73,9 73.5

Table 4. National Population Growth Occurring
in Metropolitan Meas, 19,70.74 and
1974.78; According to Changing
Definitions of SMSA

(P-oreent)

SMSA definition 197.04 1974778

1970 definition 52.4 48.8
1974 definition 63.6 58,8
1980 definition 65.9, 60.8

1974-78 intervals, indicating a more rapid population shift to the nonmetro-
politan sector in the more recent interval. Observe, for example, that for thb
1970 definitions the nonmetropolitan sector's average annual rate of,popula-
don growth \Vas 1.99. times as great as that of the metropolitan sector in the
1970-74 period; by 1974-78 the nonmetropolitan, growth rate was 2.25 times
as great. Even with the updated, more'expansive definitions of metropolitan in

iuse in 1974 and 1980, the same conclusion applies: the growth-rate differential
widened in favor' of nonmetropolitan areas in the post-energy-crisis period.

s.;

1 0



Ilence, we' tentatively conclude that energy developments since the 1973-74 oil

embargo did not low down, at leasrby 1978, the shift in poNtation growth
-toward the nonm tropolitan sector. Although rates of natural increase and, net

migration decline between the two time periods in both sectors, the shift
, accelerated in 197 -78'relative to 1970-74 because the declines were greater in

metropolitan ar as. The data suggest that persons living in nonmetropolitan
,- -areas or wishing tlive there have been able to Make adjustments and accom-

modations to rising energy''' prices withott'changing their-residential location
decisions enough to measurably slOw the shift of population growth away from

metropolitan areas.. 4,

Both natural increase and net migration` contributed to widening the differen
tial in rates of population growth between metropolitan
areas. Sustained net inmigration to an area often involves young persons in the

reproductive years and thereby, tends to have a positive effect on natural in-
crease through this alteration in age composition. This type of effect may help
to explain why, at a time when birth rates for the Nation as a whole are falling,'
rates of natural increase fell less in nonmetropolitan than in metropolitan areas.

The point is that net, inmigration during one time period tends to instill a
momentum to population growth during later time periods, and the momen-
tum of population growth that began with the net inmigration to nonmetro-
politan areas in 1970-74 continued with even stronger force in 1974-78.

IS THE NATION UNDERGOING
DEMETROPOLITANIZATION?

'Ffom at leasf1900 to 1970 the United States underwentmetropolitanization,
Whereby a growing proportion of the population at each census was found to

be living in metropolitan areas (Taeuber, 1972). Because metropolitan areas

had slower rates of population growth than the nonmetropolitan sector in the

1970's, can we say that the opposite prikess7dernetropolitanizationwas at
work? One' of the ironies of nonmetropolitan population growth is that if it is

rapid enough and continues long enough,-it transforms the character of non-
metropolitan localities to metropolitan, either as a result of the growth of cities

or 'towns to metropolitan status in their awn right or as a result of fusing

nonmetropolitan,counties with existing metropolitan areas. In the 1970's the

proportion of the population. living in metropolitan areas increased but only as

a result of the reclassification of nonmetropolitan counties to metropolitan
'status. Because of such reclassifications, the percent of U.S. population lkiing
in metropolitan areas rose from 69.0 percent in 1970 to 73.5 perdht in 1978

(table 3).

The percent of the U.S. population living in territory classified as metropolitan

in 1970e fell from 69.0 percent to' 67.8 percent in 1978. Even if live take the

more expansive definition of metropolitan in use in 1980 and extend it back to

1970, the percent of population living in metropolitan territory fell from 74.2
percent in 1970 to 73.5 percent in 1978. These may seem like very small



changes, but they deviate from historical patterns. In the'past the percent of
population living in metropolitan areas increased from three sources: (1) popu-
lation growth in existing metropolitan territory at a rate above the national
average, (2)' population growth on the fringes of metropolitan areas and the
subsequent inclusion of nonmetropolitan counties. in existing metropolitan
areas, and (3) the birth of new metropolitan areas as nonmetropolitan cities.
and tciwnsgrow large enough to be redefined as metropolitan. At the present
time the Nation's metropolitan population 'increases entirely from the second
and third sources.

Because a majority of Americans-live in metropolitan areas (using the 3970 or
1980 definitions of. metropolitan), it should come as no surprBe tofind. that
more than one-halfof the Nation's population growth between 1970 and 1978
occuirred within the borders-of metropolitan areas (table.4). Between 1970 and
1974 the Nation's4apukation grew from 203.3 million to 211.3 mil lion-8
million persons. Under any of the three definitions of metropolitan; more than
one-half of this increase went to SMSA's. In 1974-78 total population groWth
for the country as a whole was down to 6.6 milliOn, and except for the most
restrictive (1970) definition of SMSA's, more than one-half of' this groVvth
occurred in SMSA's. Importantly, however, metropolitan areas have been
absorbing a declining proportion of the Nation's population growthby all
three definitions of metropolitan areas.

Of course, analyzing populatioh distribution on a metropolitan-
nonmetropolitan basis is only one perspective on population distribution, and
ther4 are many other ways of measuring populatiottconcentratiOn or decon-.
centration -(e.g., seer Long, forthcoming). If available on an intercensal basis,
more complex measures of spatial patterns might provide fuller insights into
the effects (if any) of energy developments on population deconcentration
trends of the 1970's. Moreover, there are likely to be considerable lags between
systemic shocks (like rapidly rising prices of gas, line) and changes in popula-
tion distribution, so that the effects of energy davlopments in 1974-78 might'.
not be evident in the data but might manifestthemselves over a much longer
period of time. There has not been a great deal of research to draw upon in
trying to assess how quickly househokls change their residence or in other ways
adjust their behavior in response to rapidly changing energy circumstances.

We want to emphasize that the data presented up to now are from the Census
Bureau's population estimates for individual counties summed to metropolitan
and nonmetropolitan aggregates: Because the data are estimates, they are sub-
ject to error. The Census Bureau initially began to extend its intercensal popu-
lation estimates down to the county level in the late 1960's, but not until the
1970's were data available annually. The 1980 census will allow assessment of
the accuracy of techniques used to prepare population estimates for individual .

counties in the 1970's, and although discrepancies between the estimates and
the census population counts for counties are sure to occur, some will offset
each other when counties are grouped into metropolitan and nonmetropOlitan
categories.
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,Our basic cOnclusion is simply that available, -data' indicate that the
metropolitan-to-nonmetropolitan shift of population first observed in the early
1970's accelerated in 1974-78. The present is a good time to ask this question
becauie although the 1980 census will provide a rnoreidetailed snapshot view in,
comparison with 1970,,,,it can offer retatWely little in assessing whether the
trend observed' in the ealy 1970's had, changed bylq80.

GROSS FLOWS AND REASONS FOR MOVING

Strong forces appear to have continued in/074-78 to push people away from
metropolitan areas generally atid to pull them toward the less densely settled
nonmetropolitan counties. One way of assessing the reasons behind these push
and pull forces examines th' types of counties experiencing changes in migra-
tion patterns. In the 1970's this apprOach tended to concentrate on. pull factors,

becatise of the focus on types .of nonmetropolitan counties that chkged from
net outmigration in the 1960's to net inmigration in the 1910's. Economic

reasons for moving are suggested/by nonmetropolitan turnaround counties that
attract mahufacturing or experience renewed oil and gas exploration or coal
mining. A- noneconomic basis for the nonmetropolitan turnaround is suggested
by counties with growing concentrations of retirees or withoilt an obvious

economic explanation for growth.

Perhaps the most direct method of assessing why people move is simply to ask

them.,,A strong representation of noneconomic reasons for moving to non-
,/ metropolitan areas- is suggested by a number of special surveys taken in recent

years in plected'groups of counties in the Mid3vest (Williams and Sofranko,
1979), the Upper Great Lakes (Voss and Fuguitt, 1979), and Pennsylvania

(belong and, keppej, 1979). Although these regional surveys throw consider-
able light o6 the subject, the ,broader question remains: For the United States

as a whole, would' nonmetropolitan areas still have net inmigration if only
persons moving for economic reasons were considered? A negative answer, to

this question would imply that essentially noneconomic considerations have

played a large, possibly dominant role in, the 'nonmetropolitan turnaround (at'
least at the national' level) and whatever trends might put more people in a

positiqn "to move (or not to move) out of other than strictly job-related con-
',siderations might also tend to continue the shift of the U.S. population toward

nonmetropolitan counties.

In the 1970's the largest riationwide surveys to ask persons moving to non
metropolitan (and osper) localities to give their reasons for moving were the
Annual Housing Surykconducted by the Census Bureau for theDepartment
of Housing and Urban bevelopment. We used the 1975 survey because it
provided a mid-decade, perspective and . included a one-time supplement on
place of work. The ,same questions on mobility status and main reason for
moving were included in the surveys of 1975 through -1978. This part of the
1975 questionnaire is reprinted as figure 1. °
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Fijure 1. QUestions on mobility status and reasoh for moving in the 1975
annual housing survey

, .
Sinatra IIIC .. 0CdrUPIED UNITS (Include URE) - Continued

ITEM Q

0 URE household ass item 1, page 1) - Skip to In page 31
(Sea(See Check Item A(3). Page 14/ ,q tc

0 Head moved tiers during the last 1 months - Ask 83
0 Head hat livid here 12 months or anger - Skip to 10*, page 30'

113. Whet was the address of ...'s (heed)
pravIntes residence?'

V

.
Address

=

(5)

(Numberdind street)-

'"'"44"..\!'"-'1't
City or town

County State ZIP code

OR
1 0 Outiide the United.States - Skip to 102a.

, 30page
I I I 'I I

Ed. Whet Is the main reason . (heed/ Moved
Item his previous maidens.?
(Writi all reasons mentioned below, and then

. mark the main reason.)

"

' ,...,' EMPLOYMENT- rC
Its ...1 0 Job transfer?

a 0 Entered or left U.S-Armed Forces
3 El Retirement
3 El New lob or 1005111j for work. N.

s 0 Commuting reasons
e 0 To attend school
7 0 Other .

FAMILY ,

OD It 0 Needed larger house or apartment
.
.

s 0 Widowed . .

to 0 Separated
1.1 0 Divorced
12 El Moved to be closer to relativei
11 0 Newly married
14E3 Family Increased
is 0 Family decreased
te g',t., to establish own household
17 ,

.

0 '
OD110 '. . orhood overcrowded

is 0 Change in racial or ethnic composition
of neighborhood .

20 0 Wanted better neighborhood
at 0 Wanted to own residence
23 0 Lower rent or less expensive house
23 0 Wanted better house
as 0 Displaced by urban renewal, highway

construction, or other public activity
25 El Displaced by private action
sap Schools 0

27 0 Wanted to rent residence
2110 Warred residence with more conveniences
so 0 Natural disaster
so 0 Wanted change of climate
st 0 Other

. -

....

w'

4. '

Heads of households who moved in the 12 months preceding the survey, which
was conducted in October, NoveMber, and December 1975, gave the locations
of their previous residences and then wercasked, "What is the main reason...
(head) moved from his previous residence?" The interviewer Was instructed to
write on the lines provided on the, questionnaire the reason or reasons for
moving. For respondents giving mole than one reason; the interviewer asked
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which was the "main" reason and then marked 64e. 30 reasbrtsisted.on
the questionnaire or else marked the "other" category (reason 31).,In process:

ing the'data, multiple responses were not retainedSP we have no information
on the frequency .with whic each of the individual was mentioned or

f". the way in which respondents chose the main reason among several offered.

In the surly, household herds were identified .tn the manner traditionally
employed ;by the Census Bureau (see, Bureau of the Census,
1977a). In 'husband-Wife couples, the husband was considered the head for
purposes of data collection and (tabulation, but\automatic designation ofthe
husband as the household head is being discontinued.'

'About 62,000 households were inleryiewe4 thel 975 national sample. Migra-

tion responses,were coded in terms of the bouriciarieof standard metropolitan
statistical areas defined at the time of the 1970, census. (Additional informa
tion about the sample, including estimates of sampling errors, may be fotindin

, U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1977a.)

:lhe basic data ori'migration flows (in terms f households) betWeen the metro-

politan and nonmetropolitan sectors and the rnai4-easons for moving in.the 12

months preceding the 1975 Annual Housing 50rvey appear in table 5. We have

rearranged
of

order of:. the 'categories on questionnaire (figure 1), and

because of small cell fre9mencies.we have Collapsed some of the categories,

usually in obvious.ways although neighborhood dissatisfaction intrudes reasons .

1.8, 19,.20,kand 26 and the miscellaneouicateOry onderhousingand(neighbor-

hood encompasses reasons 24, 25, 27, and 29.;

The number of households (770,000) moving to nonmetropolitan areas, the

number (651,000) moving from rionmetroPOlitan areas, and the qiet int-nip-47

tion of 119,000 hoUseholdsto nonmetropolitan.areas during the year preced
ing the 1975 Annual Housing Survey agree fairly closely with independent data

from the Current Popplation Survey (U.S. BUreau of the Census, 19577b). The

most important ° from table 5 is 'the demonstration that the net
inmigration to nonmetropolitan areas, result's', from hOuseholds moving for
reasons not directly .related to employment. Note that the. number o ouse.:

holds moving to metropolitan areas for employment reasons (316,000 approx-
imately equals the number of households moving from metropolitan reas for

employment reasons (313,000). These figures mean that 'metropolitan .areal
about broke even among households whoSe main reason for moving Was

employment related.

But metropolitan areas lose migrants whose maindeason for moving is not ..

directly employment related. These .nonemployment reasons include aavariety

of family considerations and housing and neighborhood aspirations, but being
molreftculebecause many individual reasons have cell frequencies
far too small to draw firm conclusions rout net movements between sectors:

Metropolitanv areas appear to attract persons experiencing marital breakups

(widowhood, di or separation), "per4ps /entering or leaving the Armed

,I P.4
:4'



Table 5..Reascins Reported by.Household HeadifOr'Movirt
,

Between.Marwolitan Nottmetrapolitan Restinations in the
- 12 Months Preceding the 1975 Annual Housing Survey

,p

'Main reason for moving

Metropolitan to Nonmetropolitan Nonmetropolitan Metropolitan to Nonmetropolitan
nonmetropolitan ' to 'metropolitan net gain or loss nonmetropolitart to metropolitan

(thous.) (thous.) (thous.) (percent) -" (percent)

Total households

Enployment
Job transfer z
New job or looking for work
Commuting
Other,

Family
To be clpser to relatives

Mart. lige and houiehold formation
Marital dissolution
Other

Housing and neighborhood
Larger house or apartment
To own residence
-Lower-rent/less e4pensiVe house
Better house/mbre conveniences
Neighborhood dissatisfaction
Miscellaneous

. Enter or leave Armed Forces
Attend sohobl-.1..
Retirement
Change ofclimate
Not classified
Not reported
/

770

'3'13 :4-4
1,18
1i7

9
9

136
52
43
15
26 .

118

21/' 18
,,, 21

9
33'
16
19
42?
43
16
58 ,

27-7N.

651 119

,316 -3
108 10
172 '5
21 -12
15. -6

120 .16
. 40 12

34 9
33 -18
11 13

114
46 72

'14 4
.7 14
8
6 27 .
4

31
59 -17
12, 31.

,.12 4
35 23

', 20 7

100.0 100.0

4Q37 48.5
15.3 16.6
23.0 26.4

.2 3.2,
2.3

18.4

5.2
,

2.0
7.1
1.1
2.2
1.1
1.2

.1
17.7.

6.8
5.6
1.9
3.4

15.3
2.7
23
2.7
1.2
4.3
2.1
2.5
5.5
5.6
2.1
7.5

4:t
9.1,
1.8
1.8

3r1

Note:Vercentages may,not +Add to 100.0 becaule ofrounding. Metropolitan areas are d,eflned as of 1970.

2.



Forces, and students. The number of sample cases in thesercategories° is too

. sniall to aliow the cor5lon that metropolitan areas actuallyhave net inmigra-
tion of qsehold h" ads with these characteristrcs,...but othqt studies have
sdggested reasons why metropolitan areas: (especially ,,central Cities)_appeal to
persons in,at lea'stsome of these categories (Long and Glick, 1976; Munick'and

. Sullivan, 1177).

Note tliat the employment-related reasons appear to be more often reported bm,
frligrarltS to than from metropolitan areas. Abodi 48.5 pient of Imbseholds
moving to metropolitan, area gay one of the employ int reasons, compared
with 40.7 percent of household heads leaving metro titan areas. Unless one
adopts a more expansive concept of employment-relat a reasons than shown in
table 5, the conclusion is that strictly employment- elated reasonadcount for
less than'.a majority of households moving between the metro

,.

metropblitan sectors:
n and non-

In general, the Aata tend to suppgrt the thesis that the shift, of migration in e

1970's to faVer nonmetropolitan areas is substantially the produc person

moving' fbr reasons not directly related to jobs. The net inmigration to non- <
metropolitan 'areas seems to result froin persons moving for such nonemploy
Ment reasons as' a desire to be closerto relat'vec (conceivably'some of these
'migrants are earlier rural-urba% migrants "g ing home") and,. newly estab-
lished households and others with a desire t own theii- own limes or to

'obtain 'larger houses, Lower housing prices in nmetropolitan locations so

seem to have drawn mig5nts from metropolitan areas, anddissatisfaction with
neighborhood conditioKs in metropolitan areas appears to propel movement to
nonmetropolitin areas.

The nonmetropolitan sector p bably has net,inmigration tirees, but the
numberlof sample cases in' the 1975 Annual Housing Survey is too small to'

rdraw firm conclusions. According to, table an estimated ,000 household-
heads'moved to the nonmetropolitan sector, in the 12 m the preceding the

'survey, and 12,000 moved in-the opposite direction. Th apparent difference
between the two numbers is not ,large enough' to draw statistically reliable
conclusions ,about the net exchange of retirees. These figures are perhaps sur-
prising in that the representation of retirees in the, metropolitan-to-
nonmetropolitan stream is not higher, for the effect of retirees' has played a
prOrninent role in analyses of the nonmetropolitan migratiOn turnaround (e.g.,
Beale, 1975; Morrison; 1976). An estimated 5.6 percent of hOusehold heads
migrating to nonmetropolitan areas in;,the 12 months preceding the 1975
Annual Housing Survey named retirement as the main reason for moving. Even
if these retirees were excluded from the stream of outmigrants, metropolitan
areas still would not have net inmigration. Hence, these data on self-reported
reasons for moving suggest that retirees account for a relat4y modest propor-
tiOn of the-metropolitan-to-nonmetropolitan migration stream-and-do not; by
themselves, account for the turnaround in nonmetropthitan migration.

;Two qualifications need to°6te made to t is conclusion. First, the effect of
rs)

1.V
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retirement on nonmet opolitan population change may be far greater than the-
4

umber of relocating retirees woUld.imply, for clearly there tan-be Multiplier-
effec/ts whereby retirement migration gene-rates.employment for persons still in
the labor force. Setrd, the n mber .of houkhold heads 'yvho in the survey
reported retirement as the mai ceason, for moving may greatly understate the
true number of retirees among thigi-ants. An earlier study (Long arid Hansen,
1979) of Annual Musing Silr-vey data on interstate migrants in the mid-11)70's'.. \ , _

indicated that the number reporting' retirement as the main for moving'
was only abrout one -sixth as lage is the number receiving pension income.
Many of the .migrants with what appearsd 'to, be retirement income. gave an
employment:related reason for moving or said t
to relatives, to achieve a change,jpeclimatei
rather than retirement as the main reason. The itt
retirees reenter the labor force or'for some other re

.0 separately in surveys as retirees. For these'rearns,
population distribution are difficult: to assessaccura

ove occurred to be closer
ome other consideration

lusion is h 'many
ifficulk entifY

effetti of ref int on,
,e

toy. .

0-

, A final 'observation about table 5 is that:a fairly substantia
mobile households did not report 'a reason for..rnoVi
could not be assigned to one of the 30 prelist 4...,'
groups Constituted. 85,0001;lousshold heads:05A e

e

.(about 11 percent of the total) and 55,0f,031(e. d 't e
opposite direction .:(8.5 percent of total haUselx10SiyrykyFyrhetopo an 7-

areas).:Thefigures seem ,to imply, a netinmiir\ati°h.tMonthetrOpolitan.areas
(if persons' in these residual categories:4To investig# this possibility, we
examined the. "not classified';:responses.wr. iiten'on the*estiOnnaires of the
1979 Annual Housing Survey. We found;, that a sizeab i-iltirnber expressed what
might be considered prorpral attitudes:':"wanted o ',a a big city;. wanted, a

:faro," and "wanted to live inthe CoUntry",:w ,some/of the handwritten
entries. Among the not classified grOup!,We:'diir hot find a single case of a
'person expressing the gpOrte sentiments that;WoUld indicate all-reference for

ng in - bikcitY or a me ropolitan environment. This exercise suggested'to us
the real posSibility that nornetropolitan.areas:have a small net gain 'of migrants

.t' exiiressing. motivations not cepresented in`, the 30 co-dingcategories; such a.
Conclusion serves to underscore the heterogeneity of reasons underlying-migra-
tion to nonrnetropOlitan area's. 1

MIGRATION OF EMPLOYED HOUSEHOLD HEADSr.

In assessing the role of employinent consideraticins in migration. betWeen
metropolitan and nonthetropOlitan area.4, it ,is necessary ti; control for
migrants' employment status .Perhaps the, net outmigration from metropolitan

. areas, as shown in table.5;can je attributed entirely/to persons not in thelabor
force.. If so,,then one would understandably expect to find a higher representa-
tion of noneconomic reasons among 'households,moving froth than to metro-

. politan areas.,InOr er to take these *cOnsklerations'into"account, table 6 shows.

20



Tablet: Reasons Reported by Working and Nonworking Househol eads for Moving Between MetropOlitan arid Nonthetropolitanj Destinations in the 12 Months Preceding the 1975 Annu Housing Survey

Main
4reason for moving

Number (thous.) Percent distribution

Household heads with All other househdld ' Household heads with All other household
. heads a jobs week , , , headsA job last week

Metropolitah Nopmeiro- Metropolitan Nonmetro- Metropolitan Nonmetro- Metropolitan .Nonmetro-
. to nonmetro- politan to to nonnietro- p9litan to to nonmetro- Na.plitan to to nonmetro- poljtan.to

politan' metropolitan, politan ffiettopolitan pOlitan metropolitan .(politan metropolitan

Total households

Employment .

-%

Job transfer
New job onlooking for work
Commuting .I
other

533 481 237 1,70 -
288 286' ' 25/ 313

109 106 9 2
164 146 ' 13 26.

9. 20 1 '!'
t-- 6 14 1 .

00.0 100.0

54.0 59.5
20.5 If- 22.0
30.8 '30A ,

1.7 4.2 _

1.1 2.9 ,;
Cb

'ipo.0 tocho

10,5 ' 17k ..
3.8 la
5.5 15.3

. 1.3, .6

.



Family - 13 62 63 ' 13.7 12.9 _26.6 34:1%
To 1,e closer to relatives 19 15 33 I.:25 3.6 3.1 13.9 14.7
Marriage and household
formation 34 28 9 . ' 6 6.4 5.8 3:8 '3.5

Marital dissolution 14 9 '19 1.1- 2.9 3.8 11.2'
Other , 14 5 12 -3. & 2.6 1.0 5.1 4.7

Housing and ,neighborhood 87 36 31 x'10 16.3 .7.5 13.1 5.9
Larger house or apartment 20 7 1 - 3.8 . 15 .4 -
To dwn residence ' : 18 , 12 - 2 3.4 2.5 - 1.2
Lower rent/less expenily. e hou 12 3 v 9 4 2.3 .6 3.8 2.4.
Better house/more conveniences : 6 , 6 3 2 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.2
Neighborhood dissatisfaction 18 5 15 1: 3.4 1.0 6.3 .6
Miscellaneous '13 3 - 3 1 2.4 .6 1.3 .6

'Enter or leave Armed FOrces 12 24 7 7 2.3 5.0 3.0 4.1
Attend school 18 24 24 35 3.4 §40 10.1 20.6

'Retirement. 5 1 38 11 .9 .2 16.0 6.5
Change of - 4 6 12 6 .8 1.2 5.1 35
Not classified 28 24 30 . 11 5.3 5.0 1'2.7 ' 6.5
Not reported

7'.
18 16 9 4 3.4 3.3 3.8 2.4

Note: Percentages may not adcloto 100.0 because of rounding. Metrdpolitan areas are defined as of 1970.
-Indicates no sample cases fgli in-tplicategory.
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the same type of data as table 5 but controls*for whethq the,household head
had a job in the week preceding the survey.

Table 6 demonstrates that even among household heads who had a job in the
week preceding the survey, metropolitan areas (as defined in 1970) appeared to
have had net outmigration. An estimated 533,000 household heads so em-
ployed moved out of metropolitan alias in the 12 months preceding the 1975
survey, compared with 481,000 who moved in. Metropolitan areas also appear
to have had net outmigration of household heads who did not have a job in the
week preceding. the survey; of these nonworking household heads (some, of
whom were unemployed and some simply not in the labor forsji), an estimated
237,000 left metrop'olitan areas and only 170,000 moved to them.

AmoV g,.employed household heads moving for employment-related reasons (as'
identified_ in table "v6), there is an approximate balance in the flow between
metropolitan and noninetcopblitan areas. According- to the table, among
employed household heads (i.e., with a job in the, week preceding the
survey), the number moving, to 'metropolitan' areasan estimated 286,000
approximately equalled the number leaving metropolitan areasan estimated

. 288,000in the 12 months p,receding the 1975 Annual Housing Survey. These
data mean that the overall net migration tp nonmetropolitan territory seems to
be essentially the product of: (1) persons not working (columns 3 and 4 of
table 6) and (2)ernployed persons moving for reasons not directly employment
related. The nonemploVment reasons that induce employed household heads to
move to nonmetropolitaraieas 'encompass a wide' variety of factors associated
with housing aspirations- and dissatisfaction with the metropolitan neighbor-
hood from which the:household moved. Limitations of-Sample size generally
prevent more precise characterization of these broad sets of reasons.

Among employed household heads, however, employment-related reasons
account for.at leait one-half of migration between metropolitan and nonmetro-
politan destinations. As shown in table 6, 54.0 percent of employed household
heads moving to nonmetropolitan areas cited one of the employment-related
reasons, as did 59.5 percent of employed household heads moving in the
opposite direction. Even when we limit the Comparison to employed household
'heads, the data suggest that noneconomic considerations are somewhat more
important in moves from than moves to metropolitan areas.

DISTANCE FROM A METROPOLITAN AREA

Some migrants leaving metropolitan areas do not go far. In fact, some stay
close .tnough to commute into metropolitan areas for employment, and they
and others who do not move .far from metropolitan areas live, ipprr-itory that

. Right be called exurban or some other term that connotes a resideve slightly
beyond established suburban developments and not clearly metropolitan.or
.nonmetropolitan in character but becoming part of the suburban 'fringe, of
expanding metropolitan areas:Most motropolitan areas are spatially expanding;

. Q
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even some metropolitan areas that deCreased_ in population in the 1970's had
population growth in their outer counties and in this way expanded outward

\ into nonmetropolitan territory (L9ng and Dahmann, 1980).

\The effect of the exurbakites on metropol' tan-nonmetropolitan contrasts is
sometimes unclear, for surveys' tend to be tabulated into, categories that may
suggest a sharper distinction than actually. exists. Persons ml ving to territory
statistically defined as nonmetropolitan but lying very' Close to a metropolitan
are may be moving for the same reasons as city-to-suburb movers and in other
way might be thought of as suburbanites who are merely moving slightly,
farthef than others from an urban core. If so, then it is hardly surprising to find
what e\ems to be 'a -large proportion of reasons that appear to be noneconomic'
(at 'least not directly job _related) among ametropolitan-to-nonmetropolitan
rnigrant4 for many past studies have sought to explain suburbanization in
terms of a 'desire for horneow,nership, more space, better schools for children,
or other essentially noneconomic motivation9,,(Goodman, 1970; Spain, 1980).

In an attemRt to test the hypothesis that migfant9- to nonmetropolitan territory
adjacent to `metropolitan areas move for the same reasons as city-to-suburb
movers, we constructed table 7, which shows the distribution' bf reasons
for moving among city-to-suburb movers and three groups of, households
leaVing metropolitan areas as defined in 1970. For the metropolitan-to:
rionmetropolitan\mOvers we show: (1) those who went to counties that became
parts of metropolitan areas between 1970 and 1975; (2) -those whO probably
moved slightly farther out, to counties not incorporated into but adjacent to
metropolitan areas as defined in' 1975; and (3) those who moved still farther
out, to nonmetropolitan counties' not adjacent to metropolitan areas.

Most households moving from metropolitan areas go to, counties either adja-
cent to metropolitan areas or no more than one, county away from metro-,
politan areas. From table 7 one can conclude that among households leaving
SMSA's (as defined in 1970) in the 12 months preceding the 1975 survey.,,
about 20.3 percent went to counties incorporated info metropolitan area
between 1970 and 1975; another 48.3 percent went to counties still nonmetro-
politan in 1975 but adjacent to metropolitan areas whose boundaries had been
updated to .1975. Altogether, 68.6 percent 'of ',the nonmetropolitan-bound
households went to counties very recently redefined as belonging to SMSA's or
else adjacent to redefinfd SMSA's. These data should not be intehareted, how-
ever, as proving that the nonmetropolitan migration turnaround is explainable
as metropolitan spillover, for past analyses have shown that although about 60
percent of the net inmigration to nonmetropolitan territory went to the adja-,
cent counties, the nonadjacent counties experienced a turnaround from net
outmigration in the 1960'S to net inmigration in- the 1970's. This change in
pattern in the nonadjacent nonmetropolitan counties is generally accepted as a
demonstration that new forces seem to be governing population redistribution -

to the nonmetropolitan sector in the 1970's (Beale, 1975).

The purpose of table 7 is to, see if different motives govern movement from
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Table 7. Reasons Reported by Household Heads for Moving From Cities to
Suburbs and for Moving Out of Metropolitan Areas in the 12 Months
Preceding the 1975 Annual Housing Survey, According to an. Indicator
of Distance From Metropolitan Areas.

(Percent)

Main reason for moving

Movers' from
central cities
tobalance of

SMSA as
defined in

1970

Mov; from SMSA's as defined in 1970

To counties
added to
SMSA's

between 1970
and 1975

To counties
adjacent to
SMSA's as
defined in

1975

To 'counties
not adjacent
to SMSA's
as defined
in 1975

, ..

Household heads (thous.) 1,003 156 . '.372 240

Employment \) 8.3 34.6 35.2 53.1
Job transfer 1 .6 19.2 11.0 19.1
New job or looking
-for work I 2.0 .12.2 22.8 30.7

Commuting 4.5 3.2 1.1 -
Other 1.2 .3 33

Family
\

24.6 21.0 13.7
To be closer to

relatives \ .9

15.4

5.1 7.3 ,7.1
Marriage and house-

. hold formation ) 16.0 7.7 73 1.7
Marital dissolution 4.3 1.9 1.6 . 2.1
Other 3.5 .6 4.8 2.9

Housing and neighbor- ).

ho.od 523 22.4 17.2 7.8
Larger house or
apartment 12.1 2.6 4.0 .4

Tolo)vn residence 14.0 6.4 J.9
Lower rent/less .
expensive house 6.1 2.6 . 3.0. 2.5

Better house/more
conveniences 8.2 1.9 1.1 -.8

Neighborhood
dissatisfaction 8.7 5.1 4.6 3.3

Miscellaneous 3.6 3.8 2.7 .4
Enter or leave Armed

Forces .3 1.3 1,4. 5.4
Attend school .5 4.5 7.3 2.9
Retirement '.6 5.8 5.6 5.0
Change of climate .8 1.3 2.2 2.5
Not classified 10.0 12.2 5.6 7.1
Not reported 2.5 3.2 4.8 2.1

-Indicates no sample cases fell In this category.
'Excludes intermetropoiitan migrants.



cities to suburbs and from metropolitan areas to adjacent and nonadjacent
nonmetropolitan counties. The table indicates that.these different;groups of
movers cite substantially different reasons for moving. For one, movement to
exurbia is more strongly governed by employment-related considerations than
.movement to suburbia. Only 8.3 percent oftmovers from cities to suburbs cited
one of the employment-related reasons compared with around 35 percent of
the movers to the two exurban categories (columns 2 and 3 of table j)Con- '
versely, the housing and neighborhood reasons that account for 52.5percent of
the city-to-suburb moves account for only 22.4 percent and 172' perwt of
moves to the two exurban 'groups of cOunties. Just why theSe diffMces,
should occur between the suburban and exurban movers is not clear. PerhaPs
the exurban movers simply follovi jobs that decentralize into,the countryside.
Even the exurbanmovers who commute into metropolitan areas for work (data
not shown); appeared more _likely to report one of the employment-related
reasons for moving than the city-to-suburb movers. In geperal these types of

that' . data indicate at households moving to the fringes of metropolitan areas do so
. for a, somewhat greater variety of reasons than reported by households moving

to more traditional suburban areas.

It may come as a surprise to find that employment-related reasons account for
a majority of households moving to the post remote group of counties; those

,

not adjacent to SMSA's as defined in 1975: These cOunkies have had'high rates
of outmigration in the,paSt (Beale, 1975), andThere is a temptation to think of
them as offering- few ernploinent opportunities. Explanations of theirgrowth
in the 1970's (e.g., Morrison, 1976) have. stressed their attractions to retirees_
and :their recreational opportunities, which probably provide \jobs for local

residents rather than pull in jobseekers from urban areas. Bdt tine remote
nornetropolitan counties re7a heterogeneous group that includes/Many areas
with renewed coal mining andoother.newly developed employment opportuni-
ties. At any rate, a majority (53.1 petCent) of households moving from metro-
politan areas to the nonadjacent nonmetropolitan counties reported
employmentrelated . reasons. This seems dike a higher repriesentation of
employment related reasons fa moving than for any of the other. groupS'of
migrants examined so far, altho limitations of sample size prohibit firm
conclusions.

Retirees might be expect o be'relatively more' numerous among migrants to
, . .

the nonadjacent than to he adjacent counties, based upon analyses that have
emphasiied the footlo seness of the towing number of retirees and their

-apparent preference fo rural settings (Beale, 1975; Morrison, 1976). Actually,
the proportion of retirees.among migrants to the nonadjacent nonmetropolitan
counties (5.0 percent). does not exceed the prOPortion among migrants to
nonmetropolitan counties adjacent to SMSA's (5.6 per-Cent). The conclusion is
simply that like most other persons moving out of metropolitan areas, e.th

majority of retirees go-to counties no more than one county m m eaway frotro-
politan areas. .
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Migrants from metropolitan areas who repOrt employment- related reasons Tor
movirkrrpilear to %somewhat more likely than others to go to one of the
re) Lively. remote n6hadjacent counties. Data compiled for table 7 indicate that

)moving

41 percent of households reporting employment-related reasons for
!moving icorn SMSA's went to nonadjacent.counties,.compared with 24 percent
for those reporting family reasons and 16.percent for those reporting housing
and neighborhood reasons. The sample sizes are too small torpermit firm con-
clusions, but these comparisons suggest the expected: those who leave metro-
politarLareas for pie .types of reasons most commonly cited by city-to-suburb
movers are likeIrto stay closer to metropolitan areas than those who look for
work or take jobs in nonmetropolitan settings.

TYPES OF MIGRATION

Up to now, we have identified only one group of movers-those leaving metro-
politan .areas 'for nonmetropolitan counties not adjacent to metropolitan'
areas-for whom the empfOyment-related reasons accounted for a majority of
moves. Less than°50 percent of the movers to or from metropolitan areas (as
defined in 1970 reported one of the employmRrelated reasons identified in
the 1975 Annual Housing Survey. Irian attempt to gain a fuller perspective on
the role of economic reasons in accounting for different types of migration,
table 8 was produced. It shows the distribution of main reasons for moving for

-each-of four major-types of migration: between metropolitan areas, between
nonmetropolitan counties, and the two already discussed ,(from nonmetro-
politan to metropolitan areas and from metropolitan areas to nonmetropolitan
territory). Reasons for moving as reported by several groups of intra-area
movers are also shown.

For none of the four types of migration 'did thelrmployment-related reasons
account for a majority of moves. The percent of household heads citing one of
the employment-related reasons was 46.1 among intermetropolitan migrants,
41.9 among those migrating between nonmetropolitan counties, 48.5 among
those going from nemetropolitan to metropolitan areas, and 40.7 among
those leaving metropolitan areas for nonmetropolitan locations. Differences
among these four types of movers in the percent citing the employment-related
reasons for moving are not always statistically iignificanyand the major con-
clusion is that these reasons explain less than one-half of migration within the
United States, according to the definitions of migration shown in the first four
columns of table 8.

No eAQly identifiable set of reasons explains'a majority of these moves. The
s erlf family-related reasons explain between 15.6 percent and 19.4 percent

f the four types of migration, and various housing and neighborhood consider-
,

atidns explain another 7.1 to 15.8 percent of moves between metropolitan
areas, between nonmetropolitan counties, or between metropolitan and non-
metropolitan destinations. All things considered, the data seem to suggest a

C) 0fy
Ow 0
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heterogeneous set of factors and a diversity of motivations underlying each of
the four types of movement. ,

Exact comparisons of -these results with past nationwide surveys of reasons for
moving are impossible because of differences in the universe to whom ques-
tions were asked and differences in the way questions were asked and answers
were coded. The earlier national surveys generally concluded that employment
considerations constituted the major motivation underlying most moves be-
tween counties or economic areas (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1947, 1966;
Lansing and Mueller, 1967). Such a conclusion does not seem fully consistent
with the present results, but because of lack of comparability among the sur-
veys, it is impossible to demonstrate conclusively that reasons for moving have
changed. They probably are changing, however,. because of changes in the
composition of the work force (especially the int-ease in the number and
proportion of women workers), changes in household composition (e.g., fewer
persons per household and ,more households maintained by single parents),
occupations and age of workers, and retirement policies and government pro-
grams like unemployment compensation. The net effect of these changes seems
to imply a shift' f reasons for moving away from many traditional economic
motivations to a more heterogeneous set of factors (Long and Hansen, 1979).

Distance probably positively affects the likelihood of citing one of the
epployment-related reasons. The employment-related reasons in table 8 were
reported by 50.8 percent of households _moving between States in the
mid-1970's and by an even higher proportion of interregional migrants (Long
and Hansen, 1979). As commuting fields have expanded, more households have

.been able to move from one county to another or to` make other types of
interarea moves that do not necessarily entail job changes as They once did.

Most strictly local moves can be attributed to one of the family, housing, or
neighborhood reasons. In. fait, the combination of 'family reasons and the
housing and neighborhood reasons explained 77.1 percent of city-to-suburb ,
moves, 65.9 percent of suburb-to-city moves, 80.B percent of moves within
cities, and 78.6 percent of moves within non me0Politan counties. Differences
among these percentages are not always statistically significant, and the simple
conclusion is that the vast majority of each of these types' of local moves can
be attributed to one of The family, housing, or neighborhood considerations.

CONCLUSION

Annual estimates of population changes for individual counties indicate that
the shift of population growth toward nonmetropolitan areas, first observed in
the early 1970's, was not measurably slowed by energy developments in the
4 years following the 1973-74 oil embargo. On the contrary, the net in-
migration to nonmetropolitan counties beginning around 1970 seems -to have
.established a momentum that added population to the nonmetropolitan sector
at an even faster pace, relative to metropolitan areas, in 1974-78 than in
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Table 8. Type of Move, Employment Status, and Main Reason for Moving Reported by Household Heads Who Changed Residence in the
12 Months Preceding the 1975 Annual Houiing Survey

(Percent)

t
Main reasonfoLmoving
and employment status

Within metropolitan area
Between Between Nonmetro- Metro- Within
metro- nonmetro- politan to politan to Central city Balance of Within Within nonmetro;
politan politan metro- nonmetro- to balance SMSA to central balance politan

areas counties politan polltan of SMSA central city city. of SMSA county

Household 'eads (thous.) 1,516 '804 . 651 770 1,003 566 3,169 2,585 2,334

Employment 46.1 41.9 48.5 40.7 8.3 , 17.5 4.5 6.4 7.2
)(it) transfer 21.6 11.9 16.6 15.3 .6 .2 .4 .7 .8
New job or look g for ork 20.0 23.1 26.4 23.0 2.0 3.7 1.3 1.9 2.5
Commuting 2.2 4.1 3.2 1.2 45 12.4 1.5 - 2.9 2.2
Other ) 2.2 2.7 - -2,3

#4.
1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 .9 1.6

To be closer to relatives
15.6
4.6

19.4
4.4

18.4
6.1 J

17.7
6.8

24.6
.9

30.2
1.1

23.2
1.0

30.1
.9

27.4
1.3

Marriage and household form.ation
.

4.6' 8.6 _5.2 ' 5.6 16.0 18.0 14.6 19.4' 18.0
Marital dissolution 3.2 - 3.0 5.1 4.3 7.1 . 3.8 5.2 4.5
Other 3.3 3.5 2,0 4:94 3.5 4.1 3.6 4.6 3.6

Hou-sing and neighborhood 11.4 15.8 7.1 15.3 52.5 55.7 57.6 48.7 51.2
Larger house or apartment 2.4 2.6' 21.1 2.7 12.1 6.2 - 13.5 12.1 12.2

. To own residence . .1.8 3.0 2.2 2,3 14.0 6.7 7.3 10.3 10.1
Lower rent/less expensive house .8 1.9 1.1 2.7 6.1 8.3 . 8.0 7.7 6.6
Better house/more conveniences 1.0 3.5 1.2 1,2 8.2 6A 12.8 8.7 12.9
Neighborhood dissatisfaction 4.2 2.9 .9. 4.3 8.7 4.2 7.7 4.9 2.9
Mistellaneous - 1.2 2.0 .6 2.1 3.6 3.9 8.4 5,1 . 6.5

Enter-or leane-Armed Forces 4.3 A 4.8 2.5 3 .2 .2 .2 .2
Attend school 7.3V 8.2 9.1 5.5 .5 . 3.2 .s .3 /3Retirement 2.0 1.6 LB 5.6 .6 ''% .9 .3, .2 .6



' Change of climate 3.6 1A
(

1.8 2.1 ..a a a .1
Not classified 5,5 4,4 5,4 . 7.5 10.0 7.8 9.8 10,1 10.7Not reported 4.0 7.0 3.1 3.5 2.5 3.7 3.9 3.8 2.4

Heads with a Job last week
(thous.) 1,128 580 481 533 838 438 2,163 2,120 1,764

Employ,ment 37.3 53.4 59.6 54A 93 19.4 5.5 7.1 8.6Job transfer 28.2 15.9 22.0 20.5 .2 .6 .8 1.0New job or looking for work 23.8 29.1 . 30.4 30.8 2.1 4.3 1.5 2.1 3.0Commuting 3.0 5.3 4.2 1.7 53 13.2 2.0 3.3 2 8
Other 2.2 3.1 2.9 1.1 1.4 1.6 1.3 .9 '' 1.8Family - . 12.8 15.5 12.9 13.7 25.1 31,7 24.1 '30.1 27.9
To be'closer to relative's 2.3 2.2 3.1 3.6 .2 .2 1.0 .5 .9Marriage tnd household foimation 5,4 8.6 5.8 6.4 17.2 20.1 15.7 20.2 19.7Marital dissolution 2.2 2.9 2.9 1.1 4,2 7.5 4.1 ''4.7 4.4Other . 2.8' 1.7. 1.0 2.6 3.5 3.9 3.3 4.7 3.0Housing and neighborhood 10.6 15.9 7.5 16.3 52.3 36.8 57.2 49.1 50.9Larger house or apartment 2.7 2.6, 1.5 3.8 12.5 6.6 14.1 12.9 13.8To own residence 2.4 2.8 2.5 3.4 15.6 ILO 10.1 11.7 11.7Lower rent /less expensive house .6 1.7 .6 '. 2.3 5.0 7.5 7.2 63 5.2
Better house/more conveniences 1.1 4.0 1.2 1.1 7.5 6.2 11.8 8.6 11.7Neighborhood dissatisfaction '2.7 2.8 1.0 - 3.4 8.8 4.6 7.6 ' 4.9 2.8
Miscellaneous . 1.1 2.1 .6 .2.4 2.7 3.9 6.3 4.6Enter or leave Armed Forces 4.8 '.5 5.0 2.3 .4 . .2 .2 C21Attend school 3.7 3.8 5.0 3.4 :2 1,6 .6 .3 .1Retirement " - A .5 .2 .9 .2 .5 - -- .1Change of climate 2.6 .5 1.2 .8 - .1_ .2 .1

lassifled . 5.1 .' 2.9, SA 53 95 6k 9.2 .9.3 10Areported 2.8 6.6 3.3 3.4 1.9 2.7 3.0 3.4 2.0

Note: Percentage's may not add to 100.0 because of rounding. Metropolitanareaare defined as of 1970..
-Indicates no-sample cases fell in this category.

,
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1970-74. This conclusion. applies regardless of whether one uses the 1970 or
1980 definitions of metropolitan and nonrnetropolitan.

The momentum to population growth in the nonmetropolithn sector results
from the interaction of net migration and natural increase. Between 1970 and
1978 the crude rate of natural increase (crude beaus° it is not standardized for
age)' fell somewhat less in the nonmetropolitan than in the metropolifan sector,

"and it probably did so in part because of the tendency. of net inmigratioh to
bring in persons in their reproductive years. Through such a process, net in-
migration in one period of time can boost rates o natural increase in later
periods. -

Because of this kind of "automatic" mechanism, qonmetropolitan areas in the
aggregate are likely to continue, for a while anyway, to have higher rates of
population rowth than: metropolitan areas. An abrupt reversal to the previous
pattern of a higher growth rate in metropolitan areas is therelqie unlikely.

Other considerations also suggest a momentum behind nonmetropolitan
growth. past trends toward decentralization of employment (see, e.g., U.S..
Bureau of the.Census, 1972) have resulted in extensive movement of jobs away -
from large citjes, implying that a rapid recentralization of population would
not 'necessarily reduce commuting distances to an appreciable degree in the

short run. Moreover, the convergence of metropolitan and nonmetropolitan

income levels (Zuiches and Brown, 1978) suggests that nonmetropolitan
residents may be better able now than in.the past to absorb higher commuting
costs or make other adjustments (e.g., buying smaller cars or better home

insulation) to rising energy costs.

To a very large extent, the duration of the faster rate of population growth in
the-nonmetropolitan sector depents upon how metropolitan and nonmetro-
politan are conceptualized and how these concepts are put into practice. One
of the ironies of the present is that the Nation is still metropolitanizing but
only because of population growth in nonmetropolitan areas. This paradox
results from the fact that -all of the. ncrease between 1970 and 1978 in the
percent of the population defined as metropolitan is attributed to the growth
of nonmetropolitan cities and towns into metropolitan..areas and to fusion of
other nonmetropolitan counties with existing metropolitan areas. When the
1980 census results become available, more nonmetropolitan counties will be
redefined as metropolitan, and the result is that the momentum to nonmetro-
politan population groWth Ultimately leads to metropolitan population growth.
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